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Abstract

It is still a matter of conjecture whether the observed depolarization in radio sources originate

from an external Faraday screen lying in our line of sight, or is largely due to internal processes

occuring within these sources. This paper argues for an external origin. By applying recent

evidences from the evolution of linear sizes while allowing for selection eifects, it is shown that the

density parameters within radio sources do not depend on redshift, implying that the observed

depolarizations is epoch independent and may therefore, be largely external in origin. We also

show that the observed low correlation between \1/2 and linear size(D) cannot be improved

much even when allowance is made for evolution in D.
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1 Introduction

The dominant radio and optical/near infra red emission mechanisms of extra-galactic radio

sources(EGRS) is well known to be synchrotron emission, arising from highly relativistic elec-

trons moving through regions containing magnetic fields. At optical frequencies where the optical

depth is low, the degree of linear polarization, mi for synchrotron radiation has been shown to

be « 60 - 80% for typical ranges of spectral index, a (a « 0.1 — 1.5) while such high values

of mi have been observed in a few sources, most sources show considerably lower polarization

over the whole radio spectrum. For variable sources, their polarization rarely exceed 15% with

typical values of < 5% [1] and « 20% in the non-vaniable, steep spectra (a > 0.5) sources[2]

which are typical of radio sources we have analysed in the present paper.

The observation of a very low polarization in a radio source can be attributed to internal

factors when there is the presence of a highly tangled magnetic field [3]. This could be depolarized

by dense thermal gas intermixed with the radio emitting plasma or else by an external Faraday

screen[4,5,6,7].

Options are still divided to whether the observed depolarization originate mainly from in-

ternal or external factors. For example, it has been observed that the presence of high rotation

measure (RMs) are the results of external Faraday rotation occurring in a magnetized hot cluster

gas, surrounding the radio source where the RMs are related to the density, ne and magnetic

field Bu through the cluster [8] according to :

RM
f1

= 812 / neB\\dl radians m~2 (1)
J fj

where B\\ is measured in \x Gauss, ne in cm3 and dl in kpc.

It has been shown[2] that sources with high polarization maxima (Mmax) i.e. Mmax > 8.5%

are usually also very luminous, restricted to high z-planes, have mostly non-variable steep spectra

(a > 0.5), with high degree of depolarization rates (Aj/2 < 22cm, where A1(/2 = 0.5Mmax for

sources with no spectral turnovers). They are observed among high-z quasars with well ordered

fields; although this trend is not continued in the relatively low-z radio galaxies where high

values of polarization are often observed also[2]. Furthermore, evidences from multi-frequency

polarimetry[7] have shown that the dominant depolarization mechanism in EGRS is external

Faraday rotation with no convincing evidence yet found for strong internal polarization, with all

of the high RM sources they examined being severely depolarized by an external Faraday screen

when observed with low resolution and/or at low frequencies [9]. However earlier evidences [2]

suggest the contrary.

The mounting evidence for external depolarization can also be investigated in processes

occurring within the radio sources where it could be shown that, allowing for accretion of

intergalactic matter, the density of matter within radio sources do not depend on their redshifts.

This is the topic discussed in the present paper, where we have investigated the possibility of



density evolution inside radio emitting sources while allowing for evolution in the source linear

sizes.

2 Theoretical considerations

The correlation of luminosity, P with redshift, z is very tight, 7 ss 0.99 for z > 0.3 e.g. [10]

but the z-D plot shows an unexpectedly larger scatter[ll]. This has been explained as resulting

from the evolution in linear sizes[10] when allowance is made for selection effects, arising from

the observed strong P-z correlation. Also, the strong correlations observed in the Ax/2 — z [12] or

Aj/2 - P [13] again show a large scatter for the A1//2 - D plot[2,4] possibly again due to selection

effects (present in the evolution of linear sizes of sources). We have investigated this possibility

in the present paper.

The observed trends may also be related to the aging process in sources. According to

[15] replenishment of the supply of relativistic electrons must occur during the lifetime of the

radio source, possibly through accretion unto its associated blackhole. However several other

authors[6,16] maintain that the properties of radio sources are dependent upon their confine-

ment by the ram pressure exerted by expansion in an ambient medium with the depolarization

correlating with z as:

p(z)=po(l + z)3 (2)

where p(z) is the ambient density and po is the local density of intergalactic matter. The steep

spectra observed in some sources located within dense cluster gas suggests that these gases may

be confined by the inter-cluster medium[17] with the matter density within the component, ps

believed to be related to the ambient density, p(z) [6] as:

ps = p(z)(D/d) (3)

giving the electron density, ns within a component as:

ns = n0(D/d)(l+zf (4)

where d is defined as the component size (arc sec) and no = 3 x 10~3 - 3 x 10~6 cm""3, if matter

occurs mainly as ionized hydrogen[2].

We have also investigated the evolution of density inside radio sources in the light of the

observed evolution in linear sizes[10] while allowing for the influence of the selection effects.

We have adopted throughout in this paper a Hubble's constant HQ = 50km/s/Mpc, pc —

po = SHQ/STTG = 5 x 10~30g cm""3, where pc is the critical density needed for a closed Friedmann

Universe, and G is the universal gravitational constant.



3 Luminosity-dependent linear size evolution and its effect on
radio source density.

The bivariate dependence of linear sizes on both z and P is expressed[18,19,10] as:

z)-n (5)

with the indices q = 0.3 and n ^ 0.5 found for complete samples of radio sources with z s; 1.0.

Earlier[20] expressed the P-z relationship as:

Pm(l + zf (6)

with f3 believed to arise mainly from luminosity selection effects and given by the expression:

) + a-l (7)

and has a value ranging from 3.7 < /? < 4.4 [10] depending on the value of Q,. Also,

is dependent on the geometry of the universe adopted while (a - 1) is the radio K-correlation.

[10,21] have shown that if we incorporate eq.6 into eq.5, in order to eliminate the effect of

luminosity on linear sizes, then the z-D relation now becomes:

Dm(l + z)-n (8)

For a strong linear size evolution, the value of n « 3 has been variously reported[22,19,23,10].

However, without correcting for selection effects in the equation for evolution of linear sizes, the

value of n « 2 [24,20] has been reported earlier.

Therefore, if the equation for linear size evolution, D = DQ{\ + z)~^is incorporated into the

expression for the electron density, ns then eq.4 now becomes:

ns = noDo/d (9)

indicating no evidence of a dependence of electron density inside radio sources on their redshifts,

where Do = D(z = 0) [24].

4 Faraday effects and evolution in linear sizes of radio sources

The strong correlations observed between Ax/2 and z [12] or A ^ and P [13] and the evidence

for a possible correlation between A1(/2
 a nd D [14] are basically different representations of the

ubiquitous P-z correlation [2]. However, the A ^ - D plot shows an unexpectedly large scatter.

Applying the recent evidence for a strong linear size evolution[10,21], it is shown below that

the Al/2 — D relation remains virtually unaffected, even when allowance is made for selection

effects, arising from the strong P-z correlation. The \i/2 — D relationship can be represented[2]

as:

A1 / 2«logD (10)



incorporating the expression for linear sizes (eq.9) we get:

A1/2 « log(A)(l + z)-3) = D0- 31og(l + z) (11)

We have checked out the A ^ - D correlations (allowing for evolution in linear sizes) with two

separate data samples[2] and [25] for sources with steep spectrum (a > 0.5) and high redshifts

(z > 0.5) and also belonging to the non-variable class with published values of the component

size, d. Our results show, in either case that no significant change in the X± i2 - D plots can

be observed. Therefore the observed large scatter in the X]_/2 - D plot must be due to more

fundamental causes or possibly intrinsic in this class of radio sources.

5 Conclusion

Several models of the aging mechanism in radio sources have been suggested. For example, [13]

have shown that the observed correlation between A^2 and P is due primarily to the observed

trend with age, arising from adiabatic expansion into the intergalactic medium. [15] argue for

an aging process which is due largely to diffusion loss of relativistic particles; this process is

however unlikely, given the observed X\j2 - P correlation. In the ram pressure models, originally

proposed by[6] see also[26,16], the observed Xij2 values could be explained by the expansion of

radio sources into a surrounding medium of density po « 10~30(l + z)gcm~3. This model shows

a very strong dependence of the particle density inside radio source components, ps on redshift.

However, if we allow for the evolution of linear sizes of the form, D = DQ(1 + z)~3, then the

strong dependence of ps on z now disappears and we get that ps — po-Do/d, with the electron

density, ns = noDo/d both showing no dependence of the electron density, calculated from the

observed value of Ajy2 on redshift.

The implication of this result could be seen in the observed strong depolarisation in high-z

quasars which are now more than ever likely to be explained as resulting from the presence of an

external Faraday screen along the line of sight, since depolarization in high-z quasars which are

now more than ever likely to be explained as resulting from the presence of an external Faraday

screen along the line of sight, since depolarisation has a strong dependence on z. The result also

has a strong cosmological implication in the value of the critical density, pc needed for a closed

Friedmann Universe whose value now significantly decreases if po ^ Po (z)

Also, the unexpectedly large scatter observed in the Xx/2 - D plot could not be improved

upon even when we allow for evolution in linear sizes, of sources[10]. The observed scatter may

therefore be largely due to more fundamental reasons or intrinsic.

However, the volume emissivity V/D3 defined as[2]:

V/D3 = V/[DO(1 + z)-3}3 = 7(1 + zf/Dl (12)

shows a strong dependence on redshift. However due to the absence of linear size evolution

in quasars and the relatively low redshifts in FRI galaxies, this result has a very restricted



application, viz. in BL Lacs where we can observe relatively significant high z and also linear

size evolution. Indeed this may explain the high volume emissivity observed in Blazers i.e. BL

Lacs.
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